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Abstract  
An ultrasonic technique has been experimented for non destructive testing of building 

structures. The Through Transmission Technique has been applied, processing the wave 
incident on a grid of detecting probes after it has been transmitted through a trachite stone 
masonry with an inside cavity. Several parameters associated with acoustic waves 
propagating through the structure have been analyzed and a distribution map of each feature 
has been built using the data acquired in the grid’s nodes. Moreover, a novel approach based 
on the clustering of an high dimensional features space has been tested for data interpretation. 
Preliminary results confirmed the suitability of the proposed approach to non destructive 
testing of building materials. 

Résumé 
Une technique ultrasonore a été appliquée pour le contrôle non destructif des matériaux de 

construction. La méthode en transmission directe a été appliquée, en traitant l’onde incidente 
sur une grille de détection sur une maçonnerie de pierre de trachite avec une cavité à 
l'intérieur. De nombreux paramètres associés aux ondes acoustiques se propageant à travers la 
structure ont été analysés et une carte de distribution de chaque descripteur a été construite en 
utilisant les mesures obtenues sur les nœuds de la grille. En outre, une nouvelle approche 
fondée sur le groupement d'un espace de haute dimension de descripteurs a été testée pour 
l'interprétation des mesures. Les résultats préliminaires ont confirmé la pertinence de 
l'approche proposée pour le contrôle non destructif des matériaux de construction. 
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1 Introduction  
Building preservation and restoration is a complex problem to deal with. In the field of 

assessment methodologies, particular importance is given to developments of Non-
Destructive Techniques (NDTs). Ultrasonic techniques are based on the principle that the 
propagation of any wave is affected by the medium through which it travels. Thus, changes in 
measurable parameters associated with the passage of a wave through a material, can be 
correlated with changes in physical properties of the material [1]. Traditional application of 
ultrasonic techniques is based on measurements of the velocity of waves propagating through 
the material. Nevertheless, other wave’s characteristics primarily related to the elastic wave 
power, may allow one to get relevant information about the material, because of the reliance 
of the propagation on the properties of the medium through which waves travel. In fact, 
different materials absorb or attenuate the wave power at different rates, depending on 
complex interactive effects of material characteristics, such as density, viscosity, 
homogeneity. Additionally, waves are reflected by boundaries between dissimilar materials, 
so that changes in materials structure, e.g. presence of discontinuities or defects, can affect 
amplitude, direction, and frequency content of scattered signals [1,2]. 
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2 Case study  
The analysis has been carried out on a trachite stone masonry with an inside cavity. The 

wall is 90 cm wide, 62 cm high and 38 cm thick, and it is made of blocks sized 
20 × 38 × 12 cm3, settled as shown in Fig. 1a. Mortar joints between blocks have been 
assumed to be 1 cm thick. The central block was not settled, thus realizing a macro-cavity 
with the same size of the missing block (Fig. 1b), and assumed as a known anomaly.  

 
(b) (a) 

Figure 1. (a) Front view of the wall (b) Vertical section (left) and Horizontal section (right). 

Trachite specimens have been prepared and then tested following the Italian standards 
UNI EN 1926 and 14580, obtaining a compressive strength of 40.5 MPa and a static elastic 
modulus of 6100 MPa. The testing method is the Through Transmission Technique. The 
ultrasonic wave is transmitted through the structure and received by a transducer on the 
opposite side of the structure. In this case, 220 emitters and 220 receivers have been arranged 
in a grid of 11×20 nodes in the opposite surfaces of the wall (Fig. 2a). The excitation wave is 
an acceleration signal. It is a seven and half-cycle tone burst enclosed in a Hanning window 
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This waveform (Fig. 2b) has been chosen to reduce the leakage phenomena [2]. The 
parameter f = 60 kHz is the characteristic frequency of the emitting transducer. The emitter 
and receiver are piezoelectric transducers with a frequency of 60 kHz. The emitter is 
connected to a signal generator PCG10 Velleman Instruments. Both transducers are 
connected to a digital oscilloscope interfaced with a laptop (Fig. 3). Due to the strong 
attenuation of the transmitted signal, the peak to peak voltage of the generator has been 
amplified from 13V to 39V using a transformer between the signal generator and the emitter. 
The transformer has a transformation ratio of 1/3 and a frequency band of (10-200) kHz. 
Moreover, an amplifier has been connected between the receiver and the oscilloscope. It has 
gain equal to 100 or 200, a frequency band of (10-200) kHz and input impedance of 1MΩ. 
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Figure 2. (a) Grid of test points    (b) The excitation signal. 
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Figure 3. The experimental setup. 

3 Wave features extraction for anomalies and material classification  
At the end of the experiment, 220 signals have been obtained in 220 emission-reception 

sessions, one for each point of the grid of receivers. From each node of the grid, 27 
parameters have been extracted [2-8]. Features not enough correlated with changes in 
physical properties of the tested structure have been discarded. Let xn=[x(tn)] n=1,…N, be the 
time series of the wave recorded at the receivers and X(f) the frequency spectrum of x(t), N 
being the number of recorded samples. 

3.1 Features in the time domain 
• Velocity of propagation timeflightthicknesspiecev = . The flight time is the 

difference between the instants of reception and emission of the signal.  
• Signal amplitude: maximum peak-peak, maximum, maximum and minimum absolute 

values.  
• Normalized amplitude: mean value and variance. 
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• Mean value and variance of the normalized envelope. 
• Local rise time from 25% and from 50% level to the peak of the envelope. 

• Signal Power TdttxTotalP
T

∫=
0

2)(_ , where T is time duration of the received signal. 

• Skewing factor ( )[ ] ( )   /2t/2/ b aba tttts −〉〈−+= . It is a measure of the signal decay 
with time. ta e tb are the initial time and the end time respectively of the waveform at 
the receivers and <t> is the centroid mean time.  

• Centroid mean time ∫∫=
tb

ta

2tb

ta

2  t)(f, t)(f, dtdttt ϕϕ , where ϕ(f,t) is the magnitude of 

the original waveform after it has been filtered for the frequency range of interest. 
• Velocity cross-correlation. It has been evaluated calculating the cross correlation 

between the output and input signals and the flight time corresponding to the cross-
correlation maximum. 

3.2 Features in the frequency domain 
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• Spectrum principal frequency )(max)(: maxmax fff

f
XX = . 

• Spectrum central frequency ( ) 221 fff c += , where f1, f2 are respectively the lower and 
upper cut-off frequencies that delimit the spectrum bandwidth. 

• Spectrum bandwidth 12 ffB −= .  
• Spectrum normalized mean value and variance.  
• Spectrum maximum amplitude. 
• Attenuation coefficient of the input signal 2

srs ff σα −= , where σs
2 is the spectrum 

variance of the input signal, fs and fr are the emitted signal centroid frequency and the 
received signal centroid frequency respectively, with 
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2
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, where 

Xi(f) e X0(f) are the spectrum of the input and output signal respectively. The input 
signal attenuation has been estimated from the spectral centroid down-shift using a 
statistically based method [8].  

• Zero moment ∫= high

low

f

f
dffXM )(0 . It is a measure of the material ultrasonic energy. 

• Ultrasonic Decay Rate (UDR). The time domain of the signal is partitioned and 
partitions are Fourier transformed; the power spectrum is logarithmically regressed 
against the midpoints values of the partition times. UDR is the regression slope. 

• Attenuation curve initial value. It is the initial value of the regression curve defined to 
calculate the UDR. 

4 Results 
In order to evaluate how each feature correlates with materials properties, a matrix 

M(20x11) has been built. The element mij identifies the type of path that the wave emitted in 
the (i,j) position of the grid propagates through. The wave propagates through 4 types of 
paths: trachite, mortar-trachite, mortar and air-trachite. Fig. 4 shows the map associated to the 
M matrix. Different features lead up to different amount of information about the material. A 
preliminary qualitative analysis of the maps obtained by the 27 features has been performed. 
Nine of them (the local rise time from 25% and 50% level to the peak of the envelope, the 
bandwidth, the central frequency, the principal frequency, the mean value of the normalized 
amplitude, the variance of the spectrum, the zero moment, the attenuation) did not allow to 
visually identify different behaviours in the structure.  

As an example of reliable features, fig. 5a shows the map of the skewing factor. In the 
picture each square identifies one receiver and it is representative of its neighborhood. It can 
be noticed that the skewing factor is able to identify the presence of the cavity, although its 
dimension is underestimated, and to roughly identify the presence of the trachite. The Time 
reversibility (Fig. 5b) is able to identify the trachite zone with a good precision (although it 
shows wrongly the presence of trachite also in the corners of the map presumably for a board 
effect). Fig. 5c reports the map associated to the signal power. In the picture the presence of 
the cavity in the centre can be clearly seen, while a unique region with trachite and mortar-
trachite is identified. Although the mortar joints are similar to the cavity, their contours are 
separated from the regions of trachite and mortar-trachite. Several features (the centroid time, 
the skewing factor, and the velocity cross-correlation) are able to discriminate the presence of 
the cavity. The time reversibility, the autocovariance, the UDR matrix, identify the trachite 
region, whereas the variance of the normalized envelope, the variance, the maximum 
amplitude, the spectrum maximum amplitude, the maximum peak-peak amplitude, the 
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maximum absolute value of the amplitude, identify the cavity and the trachite. The signal 
power and the minimum absolute values of the amplitude are able to discriminate 3 types of 
ray-paths. Only the paths through trachite and those through mortar-trachite are 
undistinguishable. All the features are characterized by the presence of noise in the corners of 
the maps. 

 
 

Figure 4. Map associated to the M matrix 
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Figure 5. Map associated to (a) Skewing factor (b) Time reversibility (c) Signal power 
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Figure 6. Maps from clustering of 16 features; number of clusters: (a) 10 (b) 4 (c) 3 (d) 2  

In order to exploit the complementary contribution of the information contained in the 
features, the high-dimensional distribution obtained by the union of the different features has 
been considered. K-means algorithm has been used to partition the feature space into groups 
(clusters) corresponding to different types of ray paths [9]. In particular, regions characterized 
by similar values of the features are grouped in a clusters, identified by a colour in the map. 
K-means performs this grouping by minimizing a metric relative to the distance between data 
and the corresponding cluster centroid. In this case, the Euclidean and the Cityblock distances 
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have been employed [10]. Fig. 6(a-d) reports the maps obtained partitioning the 16-
dimensional space of the features into 10, 4, 3 and 2 clusters respectively. Changing the 
number of clusters, different information can be obtained. By partitioning the feature space in 
10 clusters only the cavity region is clearly identified, whereas the partitioning in 4 clusters 
evidences the mortar joints. Best results are obtained partitioning the feature space in 3 
clusters: the dimension of the central cavity is well approximated, the mortar joints are 
defined, although the trachite and the mortar-trachite regions are in the same cluster.  

5 Conclusions  
A novel approach to ultrasonic buildings testing, based on the extraction of several 

features from waves propagating through the structure, has been tested. The Through 
Transmission Technique has been applied, processing the wave incident on a grid of 
detecting probes after it has been transmitted through a trachite masonry with mortar joints 
and a central cavity. Twenty seven features both in the time and in the frequency domain 
have been extracted from the received wave, and a map of each feature has been built. The 
analysis of the maps showed that the features supply different information about the type of 
the material. Thus, in order to exploit the different information contained in the various 
features, the high-dimensional distribution obtained by the union of the 27 features has been 
considered clustering the high dimensional features space. In particular, the map obtained 
through the clustering of 16 selected features was able to well identify the dimension of the 
central cavity, to define the mortar joints, although the trachite and the mortar-trachite 
regions cannot be separated. 
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